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Total Fraud Protection®

Anti-Phishing Protection
Get multi-layered phishing attack
protection and prevention for your
business and client base

There is a rich mosaic of fraud attacks that can potentially harm your business. Phishing scams and malware
target organizations and their customers via email, social media, rogue mobile apps and ﬁctitious domains.
Sophisticated phishers can also ‘scrape’ your website (compile its content and data) to rapidly build a copy-cat
in a bid to fool your customers. Easy Solutions’ anti-phishing protection system can discover phishing and
malware attacks lurking on the internet and neutralize them before they can do any damage.

Highlights:
> Real-time detection and takedown of websites hosting phishing attacks and malware
> Anti-fraud protection – stop phishers and spammers from spooﬁng your domain name
> Sends instant warnings about credit card security breaches with black market monitoring
> Dramatic reduction of phishing attacks through an intelligent email ﬁltering system
> Disables fraudulent websites in 3.6 hours on average – the fastest of any security ﬁrm on the market
> Keep users protected as phishing goes beyond email to social networks and apps

tfp@cyxtera.com

www.cyxtera.com/tfp
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Total Fraud Protection®
Anti-Phishing Protection Features
Reliable Domain Detection and Threat Removal
Detect Monitoring Service ensures that your reputation is safe from phishing attacks by identifying
domains that are trying to spoof your brand. Our team of web fraud experts work to take down
websites launching such attacks quickly, greatly reducing the risk that one of your clients will be
fooled by them.

Proactively ‘Search and Destroy’ Fraud Attacks
Phishing, pharming and malware attacks must be detected and shut down early in their threat
lifecycles if ﬁnancial losses are to be prevented. 76% of the time we ward oﬀ these attacks
proactively, meaning they’re thwarted before our clients or their customers knew they were in a
fraudster’s sights.

Invaluable Brand Threat Intelligence
Detect Monitoring Service goes beyond attack detection and deactivation by also monitoring
mentions of your brand across thousands of social media platforms, blogs and mobile app stores,
giving your business an easy way to comply with FFIEC and other local and international guidelines
for managing risk in social media.

Restore Trust in Your Email Channel
Easy Solutions’ DMARC Compass provides smart ﬁltering and security of your email channel,
reducing the amount of spoofed emails that make it to your customers’ inboxes. The threat analytics
feature of the solution gives you visibility – so you know who is trying to defraud you and your clients
and can quickly stop them.

Identify Threat Actors and Prevent Their Campaigns
The Detect Monitoring Service and DMARC Compass solutions work in concert with one another.
Detect Monitoring Service takes advantage of the DMARC reporting data and analytics to quantify
email abuse, speedily uncover phishers and take down all kinds of threats at their source, protecting
your entire customer population.
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Multi-Layered Phishing Protection
Attack detection and takedown should only be the beginning of your all-inclusive anti-phishing
strategy. Go even further with DetectID, multi-factor authentication that makes stolen credentials
useless, and Detect Safe Browsing, a solution that malware ﬁnds and disables the malware attached
to phishing emails.
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